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Much health and safety regulation can be understood as the product of political coalitions between two groups. The first, consisting of persons with self-control issues, enlists the government as an intermediary. The second either expects to benefit from the success of the first, or anticipates gains from a tax imposed on the first group’s behavior. A political entrepreneur might plausibly turn these groups’ preferences into law. This public choice perspective on regulation provides a positive explanation of why it is more likely that a legal system will engage in some health and safety programs than in others. The important break from the conventional view of regulation, as something that either controls externalities or is imposed paternalistically, is in advancing the idea that the government is an intermediary deployed by those who want help. Internalities, associated with collective action problems or with time inconsistent preferences, deserve equal billing. The discussion considers smoking regulation and other health and safety regulation, and then contrasts these with anti-obesity efforts where private contracting is a more feasible means of controlling internalities, and where political coalitions are less likely.

INTRODUCTION

Some health and safety regulation can be justified on the basis of internalities — the impact of one’s current decisions on one’s future self. For example, smokers might wish they had been discouraged from smoking in the past, even before they know whether there will be dire personal consequences.¹

* William B. Graham Distinguished Service Professor, University of Chicago Law School. I am indebted to Alan Auerbach, David Pi, Ariel Porat, Daniel Shaviro, Lior Strahilevitz, and Omri Ben-Shahar for suggestions.

¹ Even if many smokers are rational addicts, see Gary S. Becker & Kevin M. Murphy, A Theory of Rational Addiction, 96 J. POL. ECON. 675 (1988), and have
It might follow, or it might independently be the case, that many potential smokers favor legal intervention in order to restrain their current and future selves. The intervention might be in the form of a smoking ban or a tax on cigarettes. A wide range of government interventions can be understood from this pre-commitment, or self-control, perspective, though not all of them derive from “time-inconsistent” preferences.

A very different interest group that might favor the same government interventions consists of those who stand to gain from regulation not because they want to influence their own future behavior, but because they seek to avert the costs expected from the uncontrolled behavior of others. To continue the example, some nonsmokers might support cigarette taxes because they fear that the health costs associated with smoking will eventually prove costly to nonsmokers. Alternatively, though perhaps less interesting, aspiring nonsmokers might need to purchase support from other groups by earmarking the new cigarette tax for something with special appeal to their anticipated allies.

The central claim of this Article is that a substantial and perhaps surprising fraction of health and safety regulation can be understood as the product of political coalitions between these distinct groups. The first group, often a small subset of those with self-control issues, enlists the government as an intermediary in solving their problem; the second group benefits from the success of the first, perhaps because it expects to bear some of the costs generated by the latter’s self-control failures. In many cases these groups are not well-organized, and it is most plausible that a political entrepreneur turns their preferences into law. Over time, the group in favor of internality control might grow and push for stronger regulation. The important break from the conventional view of regulation, as something that either controls externalities or is imposed paternalistically, is in advancing the idea that the government is often best understood as an intermediary deployed by those who want help, albeit sometimes at the expense of others. Internalities, associated

at most an ex post kind of regret, others might fear and regret their future selves as well. The discussion below exploits this idea of different subsets of smokers. Somewhat similarly, one solution to self-control problems might be to put one’s faith in government, in which case paternalism is easily justified, rather than to imagine that the group understands its own time-inconsistent preferences and is best situated to design a solution. But I resist any convergence between paternalism and the public choice version of self-control developed here.

In other work I extend the argument to other areas, and especially to savings, which do not involve health and safety. That essay emphasizes information revelation problems. See Saul Levmore, From Helmets to Savings and Inheritance Taxes: Regulatory Intensity, Information Revelation, and Internalities, 81 U. Chi. L. Rev. 229 (2014).
with collective action problems or with time-inconsistent preferences, deserve equal billing. The intuition or theory developed here requires only that some people wish to control their future selves.

There is, to be sure, a newer view of taxes and other regulation as addressing time-inconsistent preferences exactly of the kind emphasized here. Smokers and others regret decisions made by their former (and especially youthful) selves, and government intervention is justified on behalf of the underrepresented future selves. The first additional step taken here is to link this basis for intervention with interest group calculations. As a starting point, instead of thinking of the government as somewhat paternalistically intervening on behalf of future selves, the notion is that current selves, at strong moments, sometimes see the need to control their internality problem. The next step is to see that the more their strategy benefits other groups, the more likely it is to become law. And the more other groups, including regretful and rational addicts, are burdened, the more opposition there will be to the internality-directed intervention. The end result depends on the costs of political organization, or the returns to political entrepreneurs, and does not necessarily maximize social welfare.

Part I develops the claim about coalitions in the context of smoking regulation, but also includes some discussion of helmet laws, texting while driving, workplace safety, building codes, and other health and safety regulation. Part II turns to the health problem of obesity where the internality approach suggests private contracting rather than political coalitions. The conclusion revisits the line between internalities and externalities.


4 An emphasis on paternalism misses the point that regulation must navigate interest group opposition. Moreover, the approach adopted here makes room for the likelihood that those who need help are sometimes in the best position to self-assess the intensity of the regulation needed.
I. COALITIONS TO REGULATE SMOKING AND OTHER INTERNALITY PROBLEMS

A. Internality Control

The conventional view of smoking regulation is that governments heeded growing evidence regarding the dangers of smoking to health. Even governments that had once subsidized tobacco moved to require warnings, to levy higher excise taxes, to bar advertising in some media, and to tighten minimum age requirements for purchasers, all in order to discourage smoking, at least by the young and impressionable. More recently, as suspicions developed about negative health effects from secondhand smoke, law moved yet more aggressively with these tools and then went further by expanding no-smoking zones and enabling or even initiating tort suits against cigarette manufacturers. The first part of this story reflects moderate paternalism with an eye on the advantages of taxing inelastically demanded goods. The latter, more aggressive, phase in the regulatory history is easily described as legal intervention in response to a negative externality. The threat of secondhand smoke provided a justification for bans, lawsuits, and other regulation. Regulation in the face of this sort of externality is especially appealing, or likely, because conventional lawsuits are unwieldy. It is difficult to establish causation or even standing when one claims injury as a result of the cumulative and negative effects of a behavior engaged in by many others over a long period of time. Note that while regulation might be appealing, its proper intensity is hard to ascertain because of heterogeneous reactions to secondhand smoke as well as disparate burdens generated by taxes and bans.

The externality-inspired story of regulation is not weakened by the fact that bans and taxes might extend the lives of smokers themselves. Many of the great health and safety advances of the last century have come out of the tradition of using liability rules and taxes to force parties to internalize the costs they impose on external parties. For example, driving an automobile


6 Bans and other restrictions are found in a wide variety of countries (ranging from New Zealand to the European Union and to Bhutan), but this is not the place to separate those regulations derived from domestic political and health considerations from those passed in imitation of other countries’ laws.

7 See Levmore, supra note 2.

8 I will assume that the externalities and internalities under discussion are “relevant” to behavior. An irrelevant externality or internality is one that does not alter
at an unsafe speed or while intoxicated may endanger the driver, but we normally regulate and impose liability or fines based on speed because of the damage done (or threatened) to others. Speed limits are set with others in mind, as in the case of school zones. These limits interfere with personal freedom, but they are accepted because they greatly simplify the operation of the tort system and likely reduce externalized costs. There is an ostensible bonus in the saved lives of the aspiring speedsters themselves, though of course they may rationally value speeding over longer lives, and insist that we misconstrue the apparent bonus.9 In any event, legal systems regularly control externalities with a combination of ex ante and ex post incentives.

There remains, however, the fact of regulation with respect to some internalities and not others. Put differently, we might understand or simply set aside the regulation of externalities, and observe that a substantial subset of health and safety regulation involves not externalities but things people do to themselves. To be sure, every internality problem has at least a small externality component, much as externalities usually come with small internalities. Smoking is likely rational for some persons and an internality problem for others, but to the extent that it generates harmful secondhand smoke and, perhaps, widely shared health costs, there is an externality problem stubbornly attached to both. Even a failure to wear a helmet, a decision to play a violent sport, or a personal choice to drop out of school can be seen as imposing costs on others. For purposes of exposition, however, it is useful to think of such joint problems as internalities alone, at least when the externality component is irrelevant, in the technical sense, for most of the population.10

---


10 Thus, if a very large fraction of the population finishes high school, avoids overdoses of prescription drugs, or takes precautions not to fall into deep pits, we can approximate and say that that those who behave differently either present internality problems or value the activity in question differently. It is possible that a modest intervention reflecting the (alleged) externality imposed on others would tip the balance, but I will assume not.
B. Government as Intermediary

How might a concerned, aspiring nonsmoker — that is, a person in search of self-control assistance regarding the future self as smoker — proceed? It is useful to concentrate on the easy cases, where at an early time period the individual knows that self-control might be weak in the future. Moreover, the individual is somehow confident that it is the present rather than the future self that knows best, or at least knows better.11 Much as someone joins a fitness club with upfront costs as part of a New Year’s resolution regarding the later self, the aspiring nonsmoker might try to commit to healthy ways and to fool or motivate oneself with sunk costs. The example is meant to elicit empathy for the aspirant. We are confident that the individual does not want to smoke and does wish to be trim and fit, but we are also aware that fitness clubs take advantage of the insecure, uncontrollable self, who designs and invests in a pre-commitment strategy.

One can toss away cigarettes at a strong moment, but it is more difficult to guard against the future weak self by investing in anti-cigarettes. One suggested strategy is to give money to a friend and ask that it be returned if the donor refrains from smoking, but given to a hated enemy if there is evidence that the donor smoked.12 Ian Ayres and Michael Abramowicz have extended this strategy to commitment bonds, which are sold to outsiders who pay for the right to receive payment if the initiator fails to reach a stated goal.13 Where

---

11 More precisely, there is a thoughtful decision-maker at time T₁ that seeks to control behavior at T₂, with some confidence that at T₃ the decision to constrain T₂ behavior will be appreciated. This is not terribly different from conventional thinking about pollution and other externality controls. I do not mean to pass over the difficult question of how the individual knows that the T₁ decision is thoughtful and correct. There will be cases where we can extract information from a prior self. In some cases, parents or other concerned persons might form the interest group that encourages intervention in the interest of “self”-control. Parents might like cigarette taxes, much as they might like high school principals to enforce dress codes.


13 Ian Ayres & Michael Abramowicz, Commitment Bonds, 100 Geo. L.J. 605 (2012). It is not obvious that the commitment bond strategy is superior to the conventional one, because the marginal payoffs are not improved. It is interesting and perhaps revealing that Ayres and Abramowicz conclude with a news report about a New Zealander who auctioned off his promise to pay one thousand dollars for each cigarette he smoked after a specified date. A serious problem is that the buyer (and the promisor) must know that the promisor can sneak cigarettes without anyone knowing about it. A thousand-dollar tax on each cigarette would
there is a verification difficulty, as there is with smoking, and especially so if
the subject reduces but does not entirely eliminate consumption, the self-help
strategy focuses on inputs rather than results; a tax on cigarettes is easier to
administer than is a tax or reward that requires knowing how much an individual
smokes. Smoking is particularly amenable to this switch, inasmuch as there
is one input, or product consumed, and it is not something nonsmokers will
resist burdening. Another self-control strategy might be to live in a building
that bans smoking. It is noteworthy that such bans are of recent vintage, and
put in effect by local statutes as well as individual landlords.\textsuperscript{14} Strategies of
this kind work for some people, but merely cause others to engage in deception
or to suffer health problems, lose money, or suffer from the transaction costs
of deception.

It is plain that the troubled, aspiring nonsmoker might turn to the government
for help, or await a political entrepreneur. A high tax on cigarettes is one option.
This internality control might be favored by those who fear they will start to
smoke as well as by those who wish to quit smoking. It will be attractive to
those who think they are influenced by financial incentives, though surely
opposed by the much larger group that does not expect to quit. In order to
magnify the antismoking incentive of such taxes, supporters might favor a
law that promised to use the tax revenues to fund rewards, or refunds of sorts,
for those who quit smoking after some period of time or for those above a
specified age (because they are more difficult to influence and because the
benefits of quitting are smaller).

A strategy that rewards or penalizes based on results faces difficulties.
Smokers will claim to have quit, and those who want help with self-control
might not also want the serious intrusions of privacy and bodily integrity
that would be necessary to maintain the system’s reliability. In addition,
nonsmokers might claim to have smoked, or might even take up smoking on
a temporary basis in order to qualify for the distribution of revenues.\textsuperscript{15} It is

\textsuperscript{14} As explained presently, these developments can be understood as enacted on
behalf of aspiring nonsmokers. If one subscribes to the notion that rational
addiction explains a good deal of smoking, and responses to higher taxes and
the like, then it must also follow that it is rational for aspiring nonsmokers to
bring about smoking bans (at least) where they are not required by law.

\textsuperscript{15} This hazard stands in the way of several tempting plans. Aspiring nonsmokers
could suggest a very high tax accompanied by a lump sum payment to all smokers,
funded by the projected tax. On the margin there would be an incentive to quit,
but continuing smokers would have little reason to fight the tax. The problem is
verification (identifying true smokers) and the concern that people, or perhaps
likely that these and other problems doom the double incentive idea and, of course, explain why smokers cannot simply solve the problem on their own. Aspiring nonsmokers will need to be satisfied with a tax that benefits the general populace (including themselves), although we might expect some of the money to be used to finance education or counseling initiatives if these seem useful in the quest for assisted self-control. Structured in this manner, it is easy to see that nonsmokers will join in supporting the tax because it falls on smokers and benefits many. In turn, it is easy to see how these groups can overwhelm the presumed objections of tobacco companies and allied commercial interests, as well as smokers who do not expect or want to quit. Finally, once taxes and bans are in place, they discourage smoking even on the part of those who must attempt to quit more than once; in contrast, private commitments must be renewed as the need arises. If the number of smokers falls, it is then easier to raise taxes and extend bans. It is not surprising that taxes on cigarettes are common and increasing.

The modest theory sketched thus far is at odds with the conventional view of taxes on cigarettes, alcohol, and other addictive as well as unhealthy and unsafe products. It is, of course, allied with current work on time-inconsistent preferences. The conventional view is that a tax on cigarettes is among the more attractive excise taxes because an inelastic good can be taxed without much loss in sales, and thus without much loss in consumer surplus.\(^\text{16}\) There is a wealth transfer from buyers to the government, but not much inefficiency.\(^\text{17}\)

\(^{16}\) See Gruber, supra note 5, at 207 ("This is in addition, of course, to the standard optimal commodity tax arguments for taxing cigarettes heavily because they are a fairly inelastically demanded good."). The argument must be about the short run because high prices surely discourage some new smokers. Indeed, the rational addiction literature emphasizes that the long-run elasticity of cigarette demand is greater than the short-run elasticity.

\(^{17}\) The argument is static and second best. Optimal taxes should take distribution into account. Thus, we intuit that a tax on waking up in the morning is "efficient" in the sense that there will be no deadweight loss because behavior will continue as before, but it will have serious distributional effects. A well-known result (though not one that takes into account the cost of administering various taxes) is that we can get just as efficient a tax by taxing income without the distributional effect. See Louis Kaplow, On the Undesirability of Commodity Taxation Even When Income Taxation Is Not Optimal, 90 J. PUB. ECON. 1235 (2006) (discussing
The new view advanced here is quite different. It is that the tax can be understood as consistent with the wishes of many aspiring nonsmokers.\textsuperscript{18} They can count on support from other groups, as described previously, and when allied they might overcome tobacco producers and other vested interests. Roughly speaking, the theory depicts the government as an intermediary helping present selves to build protection against the future selves they fear. The government is a sum of interest groups, in a sense, and here it is likely that the troubled present selves require an alliance with another group in order to energize law.

It seems likely, however, that there are too many smokers who do not anticipate quitting, and these smokers will have a strong interest in joining commercial interests to oppose taxes and other self-control mechanisms. Note that under the new view, tobacco companies and dedicated smokers are opposed to the tax, much as they are in the conventional view. Optimistically, we have imagined some smokers to be aspiring nonsmokers, and this subgroup joins with vulnerable pre-smokers, but it goes beyond optimism to insist that a very large fraction of smokers expects to quit. Some might experience the health effects of smoking and generously wish for others to abstain, but the theory is a stronger one if it assumes self-interest and does not resort to altruism on the part of some groups.\textsuperscript{19} It is misleading to compare the number of aspiring nonsmokers with that of continuing smokers. Interest group power implications of the Atkinson-Stiglitz Theorem and showing that differential commodity taxes are inefficient even with suboptimal income taxes).

\textsuperscript{18} Aloys L. Prinz, The Political Economy of Smoking Regulation and Taxation, 141 PUB. CHOICE 291, 292 (2009) ("[F]ar reaching policy measures are now being justified . . . in addition to negative externalities [by] internalities [such that] smokers should be happy that they are taxed heavily and that their smoking habit is counteracted by a benevolent government.").

\textsuperscript{19} Theories can be mixed. If we lean more on externalities, we can include in the coalition nonsmokers who are indifferent to healthcare costs but who dislike secondhand smoke. Another group might like taxes for a particular expenditure. Similarly, smoking may be a function of peer pressure, so that the internality problem is solved by a ban (or tax) because the problem is really a collective action problem. Individual A smokes because B through T smoke, and then U smokes because A through U do so, and so forth. A and U would like a law against smoking. As discussed presently in the text, a similar and powerful argument can be made about laws requiring helmets. Strictly speaking, we might think of this too as an argument about externalities, and so I do not dwell on it here. Again, the goal here is to suggest that a fair amount of health and safety regulation is better understood with a new view of internality control. The idea is to see how far we can get with the new view, not to overclaim on its behalf.
is sometimes greater with a smaller group, because the group is easier to organize, more sensitive about threats to its wellbeing, and less burdened by a collective action problem. Here, however, the comparison seems easy because the continuing smokers are probably better organized than those who want to improve their health with the government's help. The continuing smokers are more easily identified and they have the tobacco companies on their side. It is the aspiring nonsmokers who have the serious collective action problem. If they are relatively disorganized and perhaps even outnumbered, then they will fail to gain the government's help unless they can form an alliance with a better-organized or perhaps larger group. The simple theory of government-as-intermediary thus requires enrichment.

There are examples of safety regulations that can be understood as internality controls, in the service of the affected group, that do not require any alliances. We might understand motorcycle and ski helmet laws (or contractual requirements to wear such safety equipment) or even seatbelt laws as clever internality solutions. An individual might hesitate to don a helmet because of some apprehension of looking uncool or cowardly. A law requiring helmets can solve this collective action problem — which can be understood as one of self-help without time-inconsistent preferences, and in the absence of an opposing interest group. Workplace safety regulation belongs in the same category. The emergence of these laws is easily understood as responsive to workers, who might not want to compete by accepting more risk, or even to employers, who might want a level playing field. On a larger scale, environmental and other laws, at the international or national level, can be understood as internality controls in the sense of easing race-to-the-bottom pressure at a more local level. The regulation of intoxicated or texting drivers might be another example of internality control, but of the time-inconsistent preference sort rather than a collective action problem. It is plausible that the overwhelming majority of drunk and texting drivers would, ex ante and ex post, wish to be discouraged from the danger their behaviors pose to themselves. The problem is controlling the future self; there is no collective

20 It is not surprising that helmet laws vary across states inasmuch as we are without a theory about the precise formation of interest groups. Transaction costs might be overcome in some places and not others. Moreover, the repeal of helmet laws in some states fits comfortably in the internality perspective advanced here. Helmet law forced people to try helmets, and if after a period (when there is no longer a collective action problem) they reject helmet wearing, then it is almost surely welfare-maximizing to relax the laws.
action problem of the kind faced by fashion-conscious helmet-wearers, and there issue of "rational addiction." 21

These simple examples, or reinterpretations of existing laws, suggest that long-term contracts can also be understood as internality controls. In a strong moment one might contract to live in a building that bans smoking and to purchase a car that is better known for its strong and crumple-zoned frame than for its ability to take corners at high speed. Marriage contracts and religious affiliations, especially where religious edicts extend to addictive behavior, are also paths to self-control for some parties. Indeed, legal accommodations for these institutions can be understood as outsourcing or as two-tier internality controls. 22

C. Coalitions for Internality Control

Even if we continue to set aside the secondhand smoke issue, it is easy to see why some dedicated nonsmokers would be willing to support the aspiring nonsmokers, or even initiate cigarette taxes on their own. Smokers will have health problems, and nonsmokers might believe that it is in their financial interest to reduce the number of smokers. There is, to be sure, some dispute about the accuracy of this perception. Smokers generate health costs that they do not themselves cover, even if they are segregated in some insurance pools, but they also reduce claims on social security and other government programs that spend more on older constituents and thus are more costly the more long-lived the population. 23 The calculations are complicated because the calculus should include sick days, reduction in work effort (and income taxes), and more. A good deal depends on how much we expect public money to be used for end-of-life care in the future. This is not the place to revisit the issue, because it seems safe to say that most citizens do perceive that smoking increases healthcare costs far beyond what the individual smoker bears. Moreover, many nonsmokers are likely to place an existence value on fellow citizens; they value the longer lives that aspiring nonsmokers will enjoy if they can be kept out of, or removed from, the ranks of smokers.

21 The criminalization of some drugs can also be understood in internality terms, inasmuch as the externalities are modest compared to enforcement costs. People who do not want to be tempted into habit-forming drugs might like rules that keep drugs underground and away from social settings they frequent.


The new view that emerges from this intuition about nonsmokers, or more generally about groups that see themselves as burdened by the failure of others to exercise self-control, does not qualify as a predictive theory. In the smoking case, it depends on the strength of opposing interests, on the relative power of continuing versus optimistic smokers, and even on the extent to which nonsmokers perceive that smoking is costly to them. But when we observe such things as higher taxes, it seems reasonable to look for coalitions of the kind just described, even if the aspiring nonsmokers come mostly from the ranks of nonsmokers who fear their future selves. Moreover, it is not as if the conventional externality-driven view generates successful predictions about where to expect regulation and where not.

Returning to the core idea of a coalition between aspiring nonsmokers and cost-conscious nonsmokers (with no self-control issues), it must be conceded that the second group is anticipating a negative externality, so that the theory is hardly operating with internalities alone. One might insist that the nonsmokers join the coalition not because of fears about externalized costs but because they appreciate the efficiency of a tax on an inelastic good. But this defies common sense, and in any event would doom the new view to a very few applications. It would not even explain the recent penchant for expanded no-smoking zones. Under the conventional view, bans impose substantial deadweight losses, whether or not these are offset by gains on the part of those who dislike smoke, but under the new view they are attractive as a means of self-control. Indeed, if we wish to understand the mix of bans and taxes, we can think of the coalition partners as searching together for that combination that best discourages smoking. Some aspiring nonsmokers might be responsive to prices, while others feel shamed or inconvenienced by smoking bans. For the present, it is sufficient to theorize that the primary group looks for intervention with respect to its members' actual or perceived internality problems, while a secondary group consists of nonsmokers who think they will gain if the primary group is successful.

Apart from transaction costs, what limits the formation of these coalitions? If we add internalities to the list of things that justify intervention, the size and reach of a responsive government would be truly remarkable. On the other hand, persons with internality problems might hesitate to enlist the government because each intervention serves as precedent for other interventions, and these will impose restrictions on liberty. Thus, internality controls on cigarettes might lead to similar controls on alcohol, but many occasional drinkers suffer from no internality problem and can easily be made worse off by higher taxes and direct restrictions. The same fear applies to the secondary, allied group with an interest in controlling the costs imposed by smokers. If they succeed, the pattern will be set for interventions that they find unwelcome.
These groups may simply count on the number and intense preferences of occasional drinkers (and manufacturers and bar owners) to prevent the internality solution developed for smoking from spreading to the consumption of alcohol. However, in each case, those who favor intervention will likely search for some means of distinguishing the case from others in order to reduce opposition from people (including themselves) who fear the precedential value of intervention.

D. Limits on Intervention

The theory advanced here benefits from some plausible limit to government interventions with respect to internalities. In the case of smoking, it seems that the emergence of a secondhand smoke issue provided just such a means of distinguishing smoking from other internality problems. Once the internality problem of smoking could be associated with, or even camouflaged by, the externality presented by secondhand smoke, bans and other regulation could be described in terms that would not invite significant and intrusive regulation. Other areas involve financial or redistributive, rather than “real,” externalities. For example, people may have trouble saving for retirement, and some may way want the government’s help with this internality problem. But they — and certainly their allies who worry about redistributive claims on behalf of the elderly poor with insufficient savings — must be anxious about the idea that the government will deny people the right to consume, and will force more savings than currently required by social security taxes. The claim here is that those who hold this view, and therefore oppose intervention with respect to savings behavior, will nevertheless feel free to sign on to smoking bans and taxes. The threat of secondhand smoke insulates one topic from others, as it appears to be a case of externality control.24

24 An alternative view is that smoking bans were accepted as a compromise because smokers feared an outright ban on the product. The more generalizable view is that a coalition in favor of regulation is easier to form when there is something distinctive about the area. But this is a modest source of friction where the primary group in favor of regulation faces low transaction costs. Consider, for example, health and safety regulations requiring buildings to upgrade smoke alarms, elevators, fire doors, and other expensive precautions. The problem is one of internality only in the limited sense that every collective action problem has an internality component. Tenants and condominium owners are likely to have heterogeneous preferences. We normally imagine that the median voter will prevail, that a market will develop with some high-precaution and some low-precaution properties, and that insurers will provide information and essentially require some precautions. But what is the role of law? It is plausible
Another limit to intervention derives from a barrier to interest group formation. I will continue to suggest that individuals are capable of recognizing and constraining their future selves. We can think of this as occurring at "strong moments." The interest group formation problem is thus formidable because it seems to require many individuals to be like-minded or have their strong moments simultaneously. For example, it is inconsistent to think of many voters casting ballots in favor of cigarette taxes in order to control their future selves because that would require long-range planning and many strong moments on an election day. It is easier to think of the government or a political entrepreneur setting up a plan and then awaiting signatures or other forms of acquiescence at strong moments over a long period of time, especially if approval is not easily withdrawn. Put differently, those who suffer from internalities are often dispersed, disorganized, and heterogeneous, so that only occasionally does a political entrepreneur serve their purpose. On rare occasion, a large-scale event or a celebrity's favorite cause might focus attention on the need for self-control. More often, libertarians probably do not need to fear precedents and unbridled intervention because it will be much easier for commercial interests to form groups opposing health and safety regulation than will it be for those who suffer from internalities to form groups in favor of regulation.

On the other hand, there are situations in which the costs of internality control fall on dispersed taxpayers, so that there may be too much intervention. That some losers, with above-median preferences for precautions, will encourage the municipality to require greater precautions. This is especially the case for precautions that are shared. The high-end owners might be willing to pay those who prefer lower precautions to agree to more expensive precautions, but it is difficult to solve the collective action problem among members of this group in order to raise money to pay others. Indeed, strategic players might feign a preference for lower precautions in order to free-ride or even gain payment. Again, we might expect some of the groups to enlist the government's help. A stringent building code will force the owners to install the precautions desired by one group. Put differently, it will sometimes be cheaper to lobby the government (or at least not to oppose ideas put forward by commercial interests) than to convince or pay off dissenters within the voting group. One point of this example is to emphasize that the theory advanced here does not offer much in the way of predictions or testable hypotheses. We are, for example, unable to say whether the typical building codes will be more or less stringent and costly than what the median voter prefers, or what the talented technocrat determines to be the efficient level. But this is generally true of a theory that admits interest group dynamics; the median voter is not dispositive and all that can usually be said is that organized groups overachieve.
The criminalization of various substances may provide an example. Potential addicts, or their families or employers, may seek help from the government in the form of criminal law, but the cost of enforcing such law falls in part on taxpayers at large, and its design need only satisfy the assembled coalition. It is plain that the political coalitions that bring about internality control do not necessarily produce efficient regulations.

II. OBESITY AS AN INTERNALITY PROBLEM

A. Multiple Inputs and Coalition Formation

The internality-driven view of smoking, developed in Part I, cannot simply be carried over to obesity, though that personal and social concern is at least as likely to reflect problems of self-control. One difference is that aspiring nonsmokers find it easy to attract allies among those who dislike or fear secondhand smoke, while obesity is less apt to impose negative externalities on interests that could organize or otherwise support anti-obesity measures. A second difference concerns the means of regulation. Smoking is more easily tackled through its inputs; bans and taxes can focus on one or two items, such as tobacco. A more direct tax on persons who smoke — or smoke excessively — is more difficult because cigarettes can be traded among people and there are no easy tests to determine exactly how much an individual has smoked. In contrast, an anti-obesity tax or ban on inputs would need to apply to hundreds of food products or ingredients and might need to be combined with incentives to encourage exercise. These taxes (or other incentives) affecting many inputs are much more difficult to engineer, and each one arouses an opposing and often powerful interest group.

On the other hand, obesity is easier to tax directly. Obese persons can be charged higher rates for health insurance and can, at least in theory, be weighed or measured and then taxed, or rewarded for improvement, so as to encourage healthy behavior. But when viewed as an internality problem, it is apparent why high taxes on cigarettes are far more common than taxes on weight, or overweight. If aspiring nonsmokers want help with their internality problem, they can gain the government's assistance as described earlier. The opposition of continuing smokers can apparently be overcome by an alliance with those who fear secondhand smoke or those who expect to benefit from the taxes imposed by the government. In contrast, those who wish to lose weight, or to be encouraged not to gain weight in the first place, do not need government assistance. Inasmuch as third parties can verify the weight of a subject, that individual can, in a strong moment, simply enter into a contract promising to pay if a goal is unmet or, equivalently, to be paid if an aim is
achieved. The aspiring smoke-reducer has more need for the government because smoking behavior is more difficult to verify. If new technology makes smoking behavior as easy to verify as weight, then aspiring nonsmokers will have another tool to work with, and they will be able to mix constraints on inputs with incentives based on outcomes.

It is possible that some aspiring weight-reducers would fare better with taxes on inputs than with taxes on excessive weight. The former applies earlier in time and the latter might suffer from the very same problems of self-control that brought about the obese condition in the first place. These aspirants will, however, find it much more difficult to enlist the help of the government than will aspiring nonsmokers, because the inputs they wish to constrain are consumed by healthy people, as well as by the continuing obese. Put simply, a tax on tobacco imposes no costs on nonsmokers, but taxes on the inputs that contribute to obesity impose costs on citizens who are fit and trim. In theory, the tax will fall disproportionately on those who consume more of the inputs, but in reality there will be enough exceptions to fuel considerable opposition. Most will oppose a tax or ban on these inputs, as they expect to lose more from the intervention than they will gain indirectly from reduced obesity in the population. In short, aspiring (weight) reducers cannot find ready coalition partners. Any proposed tax on sugar, caloric drinks, or restaurant entrees with high calorie content, for example, will induce opposition not only from commercial interests but also from those who do not need to lose weight as well as those who do not expect to reduce their consumption of these inputs. Similarly, nonsmokers who fear that their future selves will smoke can support a tax or ban on tobacco, but healthy eaters who fear their future selves cannot agree to taxes on inputs without burdening themselves. Obesity’s inputs, or causes, are simply too versatile and widely consumed. And where one input is easily avoided by, or even of little interest to, healthy eaters, as might be the case for large sugary drinks, a regulation is unlikely to be more than symbolic. Eager consumers can simply purchase and combine two smaller items. To be sure, a tax on junk food will fall more heavily on unhealthy eaters, and it is plausible that a coalition can be formed in favor of such a tax, even if it is not quite as

25 There will be some groups, such as athletes, with high consumption of inputs but low obesity rates. The problem is that obesity is often generated by an unhealthy differential between energy output and input, and we have no reliable way of measuring output.

26 Gun control offers an example where there might be a single input, but it is one that opposing interests value. One group of supporters may worry about the large number of suicides with firearms and seek help with its internality problem, but the obvious input is not one that other groups can ignore.
neat as a tax on cigarettes. There are, however, administrative problems (and then avoidance inefficiencies), as the government must define junk food or assess taxes based on a ratio of calories to nutrients, without creating too many perverse results and arousing interest group opposition.

Note that from an internality and public choice perspective there is no need to claim that smokers have a higher discount rate, or simply less self-control, than obese persons. The argument is simply that subsets of aspiring smokers as well as aspiring weight-reducers might think that their problems are best solved through third-party input control. The aspiring nonsmokers then seek allies to impose taxes and bans on cigarettes in order to control their future selves. Aspiring weight-reducers have much more difficulty following this strategy because there will be much stronger opposition to controls on the many inputs that are involved. Aspiring weight-reducers might therefore need to turn to incentives that are based on actual body weight, or another readily measured outcome. Neither set of aspirants really needs much help from the government if it chooses a strategy based on verifiable outcomes, because third parties can be enlisted to form contracts that will reward or penalize as the aspirant chooses.

Finally, it is plain that when aspiring nonsmokers try to build a coalition to control inputs, the opposition of continuing smokers to taxes and bans must be overcome. In contrast, aspiring weight-reducers (or nonsmokers) who try to influence their future selves through incentives based on outcomes have little to fear from peers who do not wish to join them. A continuing obese person does not lose when an aspiring reducer makes a “bet” or contract regarding future weight. Those who do not enter such contracts have no reason to object to their formation or enforcement.

B. Public Choice and Contracts for Self-Control

The private market for self-control contracts appears to be growing. In a strong moment, accompanying a New Year’s resolution perhaps, the aspiring weight-reducer might transfer away a thousand dollars not to a fitness club but to an entity that will give it back in one year if the individual loses thirty pounds. This entity would supervise the weighing of the voluntary client at the beginning and end of the period. Several American states have experimented with intrusive weighings in classrooms in order to motivate weight loss among adolescents, and nothing stops an aspiring reducer from adding a similar shame (or mutual celebration) element to the reduction plan.27 Thousands of users

27 For information regarding the Arkansas BMI reporting project (the first state to implement such a program), see Allison J. Nihiser et al., Body Mass Index
have apparently lost weight with the help of a website, StickK, that helps the user self-assess and serves as an intermediary for “commitment contracts.”

The participant chooses a goal, such as losing twenty pounds over twenty weeks, and then selects an amount to forfeit (to a friendly or hated cause) in the event of failure. The site reports a higher success rate for persons who risk money and a yet higher success rate for those who choose a “referee” to verify their claims. StickK collects a commission when a goal is not met.

---


28 StickK, supra note 12.

29 Ayres & Abramowicz, supra note 13, develop a more elaborate self-assessment and opt-in scheme in the form of commitment bond contracts. Each participant self-assesses an amount that might cause him to lose a specified amount of weight. The bond, or wager, is a means of selling the right to the stated amount in the event of failure, in order to make the wager more attractive to the promisor in expected value terms. For example, imagine that O can invest $5000 and believes that a $10,000 marginal incentive will make it likely he loses thirty pounds. Ayres and Abramowicz advance the idea of O’s selling a bond that requires a $10,000 repayment if the goal is met, but that pays the holder $10,000 if it is not. Now imagine that P and O each think that O is fifty percent likely to meet the goal with that incentive. P will pay $5000 for this commitment bond. If O fails, P gets $10,000, and if O succeeds with the weight loss, the $10,000 is returned to O. It is thus clear why P will pay $5000 for this gamble. The genius of this plan is that it might induce O to agree to the financial risk and thus the incentive plan to lose weight because the buyer makes it cheaper to do so, without diminishing the marginal incentive to lose weight, once the initial investment is made. O receives $5000 from P, so that O’s net investment is $5000, but there is then a $10,000 benefit to losing weight. I prefer a group plan, in which O invests $5000 alongside other similar aspirants. The successful reducers will share the pot. If half the group succeeds, each successful participant (like O) will receive the same $10,000. However, the incentive might be greater because O will know that there is some chance of a higher (or lower) return depending how many succeed. There is also the group competition effect. The group plan seems like an easier program for a government subsidy. The government could announce that the income is tax-free (though it could do that for the bonds as well), but it could also add money to the pot. It could, for example, promise $10,000 as the minimum payoff, promising to pay the difference if more than half the group succeeds. Finally, it seems easier to gather a group of aspiring reducers than it does to find buyers like P, who must assess O’s likelihood of weight loss. The Ayres & Abramowicz plan can also accommodate teams, though the buyer of a bond will have even more trouble assessing the probability of success. The Ayres & Abramowicz plan does not risk discouraging participants who do not
The commitment contract approach might be improved by organizing participants into groups and by combining sticks and carrots. The group idea seems to work for many commercial and employer-based wellness programs. It fosters a kind of competition, alongside the education and mutual support it can facilitate. The developing evidence suggests that it would be even better to compete with teammates, so that one has solidarity as well as competition. Finally, the uncertain reward may add a sense of excitement for many participants.

The goal of this Article is not to design the perfect anti-obesity campaign but to emphasize that these contracts do not impose losses on unwilling parties, and do not therefore require political coalitions and government intervention. To be sure, aspiring reducers might look for government subsidies to make the rewards for success yet greater, much as interest groups form around particular diseases and lobby for cross-subsidies in the healthcare system, for research, and for other benefits. A large number of aspiring reducers as well as nonsmokers might simply sense that their problem is one of long-term self-control, or even a lifetime struggle. It is possible that no incentive system is up to the task. This Article’s aim has, however, not been to insist that these health problems can be solved, but rather to explain the programs we find from the perspective of internalities as much as externalities. The internality perspective may well help in understanding and designing programs to encourage retirement savings or other matters of public interest, but such applications are beyond the scope of this Article.

Taxes and bans on cigarettes have proceeded without unanimous support from smokers, and we can imagine that a successful anti-obesity plan could also be imposed on disinclined but unhealthy persons. It is plausible that participants who are coerced into groups, or more likely induced there by heavily subsidized programs, will be less successful than those who have want to join a group with others who are perceived to have a greater chance of success. On the other hand, it is not clear why participants would think they could evaluate chances of success, any more than the Ayres & Abramowicz plan’s buyers could evaluate the bond issuer’s chance of success.

Leslie K. John et al., Financial Incentives for Extended Weight Loss: A Randomized, Controlled Trial, 26 J. GEN. INTERNAL MED. 621 (2011); Tricia M. Leahey et al., Teammates and Social Influence Affect Weight Loss Outcomes in a Team-Based Weight Loss Competition, 20 OBESITY 1413 (2012). It should be noted, however, that the outcomes of a number of experiments, in both the United States and United Kingdom, show most of the weight loss attributed to financial incentives to be short-term. See, e.g., Clare Relton et al., The ‘Pounds for Pounds’ Weight Loss Financial Incentive Scheme: An Evaluation of a Pilot in NHS Eastern and Coastal Kent, 33 J. PUB. HEALTH 536 (2011).
more sincerely self-assessed and volunteered. But of course such inclusion is unnecessary. In the case of smoking, the interest group in search of help with its internality problem requires coercion because taxes and bans cannot be made voluntary if they are to be effective against the weak-willed self. In the obesity case, however, there is no comparable need to include the unwilling in order to make the plan effective for eager participants. Moreover, cigarette taxes and bans can be imposed without any unseemly intrusions; the anti-obesity plan requires more intrusive weighing.

C. Prices as Signals

It is noteworthy that antismoking strategies, whether internality-centered or not, mix bans and taxes, but do not normally include the sort of end-of-period rewards proposed for anti-obesity efforts. The lumpy rewards may be too distant, and thus unsuited for people with long-term self-control issues, but I have also suggested that there are more serious verification problems with respect to (non)smoking than dieting. In the case of smoking it is easier to link incentives to inputs, as by taxing cigarettes, but in the case of obesity it is easier to link incentives to outcomes.

Nevertheless, aspiring reducers may focus on selected inputs because they assess that the problem of long-term planning can best be tackled with short-term incentives. For such aspirants, taxes on unhealthy inputs may be most attractive. Producers of these inputs will be opposed, as will consumers who are burdened by the same taxes even though they have no need to reduce their consumption. I have already suggested that a public choice perspective suggests the emergence of few such taxes, even though the revenue can be earmarked in order to attract allies to a coalition. In short, the choice between inputs and outcomes is complicated. Outcomes require long-term execution but offer palpably greater rewards, which may be psychologically important. Inputs are easier to verify in the case of smoking, but the opposite is true for obesity.

The choice between focusing on inputs and outcomes carries over to insurance markets. To the extent that the internality problem reflects a failure to appreciate long-term effects, insurance premiums might serve to remind aspirants of the costs of self-gratification. Smoking might cause health problems decades down the road, but higher annual insurance premiums for smokers (for health, disability, or life insurance) serves the function of an annual carrot or stick. Again, verification is an issue and it is one that suggests that health insurance tied to body mass index or another verifiable measure of obesity might more successfully turn a lifelong horizon into useful annual or monthly signals. Insurance can also be bundled into input prices, as has
been suggested for automobile liability insurance which could be “paid at the pump.” Thus, an order of chips or ice cream could be priced to include the expected healthcare costs associated with the extra calories. The price differential between ice cream and broccoli would thus reflect not only the costs of production and distribution, but also the anticipated healthcare costs.

From a health and behavioral perspective, the question is whether immediate but smaller signals and incentives are more or less effective than larger and more noticeable incentives applied sporadically. But from a public choice perspective, the bundling of health insurance into input prices generates opposition. The opposition can be reduced by rewarding those who are (verifiably) fit at the end of a period, such as the term of a health insurance policy. It is, however, impossible to track the health insurance premiums (folded into food prices) paid by this group during the year in order to refund it at the end (if only because unfit consumers could transfer their receipts to the fit). As such, even if healthy insured persons were rewarded at intervals, there would be an inefficiently high level of substitution from ice cream to broccoli. It is the coalition-building rather than potential inefficiency that is of special interest here, and it goes without saying that fit consumers of ice cream will join with the producers of such products to oppose the bundling of insurance into input prices.

An alternative is that one regulation will lead to another, and that interest groups and libertarians are correct to fight hard against a minor ban, like New York City’s recent assault on large sugary drinks, because pro-regulation forces will divide and conquer their opponents and eventually ban many inputs. Such a pattern is not at odds with the internality-driven theory offered here, because aspiring reducers may find that the way to defeat commercial interests, like fast-food enterprises and manufacturers of prepared foods, is to attack them separately in the hope of avoiding a defensive coalition.

31 Such a scheme would reduce the problem of uninsured motorists.
32 Similarly, those who drive long distances in rural areas (where auto insurance rates are low) will oppose pay at the pump insurance, though the latter might be favored by urbanites who find many uninsured motorists in their midst.
CONCLUSION

I have suggested that regulations like helmet laws and cigarette taxes, normally seen either as paternalistic health and safety interventions or as controls on negative externalities, can instead be understood as aimed at internality problems, imposed on behalf of persons who seek to help their future selves. In some cases the self-help group is insufficiently powerful and must form an alliance with a secondary group that benefits from the first group’s success. In the case of smoking, where verification is difficult and the lone input easily taxed, private commitment plans are relatively ineffective and government assistance particularly valuable and possible because useful political coalitions can be formed. In contrast, a plan to burden obesity’s numerous inputs generates interest group opposition. In this setting, private commitment devices are comparatively advantaged because weight is verifiable. Coalitions might still be useful in order to increase the marginal incentive for self-control. More generally, the internality perspective leads directly to the design of self-help plans, but it suggests a modest reliance on governmental intermediation.

This Article has developed the idea that legal interventions are best understood as motivated not only by externalities but also by internalities. There are settings where internalities, arising out of time-inconsistent preferences or collective action problems, are distinct from externalities. But the more those who are regulated by a law overlap with those who seem to benefit from it, the more externalities, internalities, and collective action problems merge. Consider, for example, littering. We know that statutes attach modest fines to littering. This legal intervention does not have obvious interest group origins, but the law seems to reflect voters’ or groups’ preferences. Most readers will begin by thinking of externalities; X’s littering behavior imposes much greater costs on others than on X, because the single piece of trash she tosses might be viewed by hundreds of people before the day is done. These beneficiaries will want a law to force X to internalize the costs imposed on them, and a private lawsuit is unwieldy. At the same time, the fine for littering does not decrease when there is already much litter about and yet, if thousands of people have littered on a beach, the extra damage done by X is small. From this perspective, littering is a collective action problem, as all are much better off if all refrain, but there is little incentive to behave well when others do not. Finally, there is the inevitable internality; most people have littered in weak moments, perhaps looking around to see if anyone can observe their behavior. There is some ex post regret, and it must be rare to find someone who wishes she had littered more in the past. A majority might well prefer a legal rule, and even cameras or another enforcement mechanism, in order to bring the present self up to the standard of the future (and past) self.
Most of the examples in this Article have contrasted externality- and internality-driven interventions, but the preceding example is meant to show that the perspectives converge. The more we have national healthcare, so that one person’s care costs, arising from obesity for instance, affect others, the more obvious the convergence in matters relating to health. On the other hand, with some effort, nearly all of regulatory law can be understood as internality-driven. Taxing or banning certain pollutants is a mainstay of the externality approach to law, but even excessive polluters do not wish to be the victims of self-inflicted toxic pollution. An *ex ante* observation point can serve the same function as substantial overlap between beneficiaries and targets of regulation; it blurs the line between externalities and internalities.34 This blurring suggests that while the internality perspective is useful or even hegemonic, it is hardly based on a stable, well-defined category.

34 Indeed, a traditional approach to tort law, which asks whether the actions imposed were reciprocal, seems to have the matter backwards. The more activities are reciprocal — but also inefficient — the more the participants would agree to laws that helped restrain them. If we understand law as the product of political coalitions, then reciprocal wrongs will be remedied more readily than nonreciprocal ones.